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correspondents—that they had a handsome majority, but this had 1910
in it seeds of its own destruction, and the mere fact that it had Age 57
declined so unhappily from the high-water mark of 1906 might be
taken as a sign that the Liberal movement was on the ebb and be
held to justify the extremes of obstruction in the hope that it would
fail altogether. As.for the immediate situation, how was the Budget
to be carried if the Irish remained hostile, and how could concessions
be made to them without intolerable humiliation ? One or two
Ministers had been very reluctant converts to the suspensory veto,
and were in great doubts about going ahead with it unless House of
Lords Reform were undertaken at the same time. But who had any
coherent ideas on that subject, and what possibility was there of
uniting the Liberal Party on proposals which were avowedly in-
tended to establish a strong second Chamber ? From one side the
Prime Minister received warnings that the consciences of important
people might be strained to breaking point, if he proceeded with
Veto without Reform, and from another that he would be betraying
the cause and leading the party into a trackless jungle if he com-
mitted himself to Reform or let his Veto proposals be in any way
tied up with it. In his own mind Veto and Reform were always in
separate compartments. With or without Reform the curtailment
of the Veto was essential, and no Reform which he ever contemplated
was to entail the restoration of the Veto-
Rumours of these internal troubles caused unrest among the
faithful, and stiffened the backs of the Irish. It was suggested that
in spite of their brave words before the election Ministers meant
merely to get the Budget through and then go on as before<f plough-
ing the sands " or—even worse still—getting hopelessly involved in
an endless debate on House of Lords Reform. Mr. Redmond used
high language in a speech at Dublin on 10th February :
" The Liberal Party had come back to the standard of Gladstone and
Home Rule. But in my opinion that is not enough. Every child knew
that if Mr. Asquith introduced a Home Rule measure in the new
Parliament it would be rejected by the Lords, and the pledge that
decided the Irish party to support the Liberal Party was the Prime
Minister's pledge that neither he nor Ms colleagues would ever assume or
retain office again unless they were given assurances that they would be
able to curb and limit the veto of the Lords; It is seriously stiggested
that, having won a victory at the polls against the Lords, Mr. Asquith
should send the Budget back to them with a request to be kind enough
to pass it into law. To do so would be to give the whole caae against
,the Lords away. To do so would be to disgust every real democrat in
Great Britain, and to break openly and unashamedly the clear and
explicit pledge on the faith of which, at any rate, Ireland gave her support

